
 
 

MAILING LIST NETIQUETTE 
 
Welcome to the private mailing list for the 2004 National CyberConvention. 
Please save this message for future reference – it contains lots of helpful 
information on making the most of our private teacher mailing list! Please 
consider these rules of courtesy in reading and responding to one another. 
 
The project home page is http://surfaquarium.com/NCC/  This is where we will 
post materials, announcements and our CyberConvention results at the end of 
October. 
 
The private mailing list web site is http://groups.yahoo.com/group/2004_NCC/  
This is where all messages from the mailing list will be archived, and where you 
can ask questions and share ideas with other teachers in the project. 
 
To send a message to the list simply address an email to 
2004_NCC@yahoogroups.com 
 
To unsubscribe from the list send an email to 2004_NCC-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
 
To contact Walter directly, email him at walter@surfaquarium.com 
 
A mailing list works best when everyone is aware of a few simple rules of 
courtesy. Please read below these points about  

 
-Digest versus Individual Emails 
 
-Subject Lines 
 
-Replying to a List Email 
 
-Use of Capital Letters 
 
-Email Signatures 



 Digest versus Individual Emails 
 

As a member of the official project mailing list, you can opt to either receive 
individual emails as they are sent to the list, or to receive a daily digest which 
contains all the messages in one longer email. You are automatically subscribed 
to the list to receive individual emails. If you would prefer to receive a daily digest 
instead, simply email Walter with your request. 
 
Note: while the digest version cuts down on the number of emails you receive in 
your e-mailbox, please know that attachments sent out to the list are not included 
in the digest version. From time-to-time an attachment is included in a list 
message; remain receiving individual e-mailings if you don’t want to miss out! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Subject Lines 
 

Always include a descriptive subject line in your message. Use the Subject: Line 
to get attention and make sure it describes the main point of your message. 
Remember that with many messages each week, people use the subject line to 
decide if they should read your message or not. People should have a flavor of 
the message from glancing at the subject line. "Hello," is not as good as, "Does 
anyone have directions for making campaign buttons?" 
 
Note: if you receive the daily digest of list messages, your subject line when you 
hit reply will simply say “Re: Digest Number ____.” Please be sure to change the 
subject line before sending your response back to the list, or we will not know 
what you are responding to. For example, if you are responding to a question a 
colleague posted to the list about ideas for children’s literature that ties in with the 
presidency, it would be a good idea to change your subject line to “Re: Books 
About the Presidency” so that everyone on the list will know what your email 
discusses. 
 
 
 



Replying 
 

When you hit reply to a list email, you will notice the address in the email you are 
going to send will distribute your message to the entire list 
(2004_NCC@yahoogroups.com). If your response will be of interest to only one 
person, e.g., a short personal message or noting that you had a similar 
experience or an inquiry for more detailed information on what was already said, 
send a private e-mail to that person. You will need delete the list address and 
type in the person’s individual email address (or copy and paste it from the body 
of the email to which you are responding). If you want to start a personal 
correspondence with the poster of a message, look in the header of the note and 
find the "FROM:" or "REPLY TO:" field where you will find that person's email 
address. You can then send your note directly to that person.  
 
When replying to a message to the entire list, do not re-send the entire original 
message, especially if it is long or you have the entire digest of messages in your 
reply!  This creates an unnecessary burden for the list server and it makes it hard 
for people on the list to find your answer amongst all the clutter of previous 
messages. If you want to capture the essence of the post to which you are 
responding, simply include a few quick lines of the original message so that we 
will know immediately what topic you are addressing.  
 
Develop a habit of checking the To: and Subject: lines before hitting REPLY! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Use of CAPITALS 

 
In order to allow people to quickly scan your message to see if it might be of 
interest to them, remember to put surnames and place names in capitals. This 
will help them to stand out. However, do not put the entire message in capitals as 
this is considered to be SHOUTING and is rude to do to your colleagues 
 
. 
 
 



Sign your email 
 

It is good practice to include a few lines at the end of your message indicating 
your name and e-mail address. If you have an automatic email signature, that will 
suffice. If not, simply type your name, location and email address at the end of 
your message so colleagues will be able to respond to you directly. 
 
 
 
At different times during the project the list will get busy with activity; at other 
times it gets fairly quiet as classes are intently busy. You do not have to read 
every message on the list, but please be sure to read messages from Walter as 
they typically contain pertinent information about upcoming events. Even if you 
find the list fills your e-mailbox at times, please do not unsubscribe from the list 
as you will then miss out on project announcements. 
 
Thanks for joining the project – classrooms will be bustling with activity and 
excitement in Fall 2004! 
 
 
********************************************* 
Walter McKenzie 
Sponsor, 2004 National CyberConvention 
walter@surfaquarium.com 
http://surfaquarium.com/NCC/ 

 


